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The operations of a reactor furnace such as a blast furnace still depend on the experiences
and intuitions of skilled operators due to the complexity of internal furnace phenomena and
high temperature. There is a great demand for stable operations under the circumstances
of a decrease in the number of skilled operators and diﬃculty in technology inheritance.
This paper aims to construct mathematical description for control of a reactor furnace.
Further, the linear-quadratic-gaussian control system for a reactor furnace is proposed, which
estimates inner furnace temperature distribution using measured data near furnace wall.
Temperature distribution of a furnace is controlled based on the estimated inner temperature
distribution changing of boundary conditions of a furnace. The practicability of the proposed
control method was checked through numerical experiments.
1 INTRODUCTION
A reactor furnace such as a blast furnace have been
playing vital roles in steel industry. The performance
of a furnace has been improved remarkably accompa-
nying enlargement of furnace facilities and expanding
production. However, the operations of a furnace still
depend on the experiences and intuitions of skilled op-
erators because of the complexity of internal furnace
phenomena and high temperature. There are various
¤notsu@cntr.elec.okayama-u.ac.jp
factors governing such as gas ﬂow, chemical reactions,
burn-through and anastomoses of iron ores and move-
ment of ﬁllings in a furnace.
Stable operations of blast furnace are strongly re-
quired from diﬃculties in furnace regulation. Recently,
there occurred a great demand for automated oper-
ations accompanied with decrease in the number of
skilled operators and diﬃculty in technology inheri-
tance.
In this research, we pursue the construction of con-
trol system for a reactor furnace that estimates and
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controls temperature distribution in the reactor fur-
nace. As mentioned, a reactor furnace has complex
phenomena such as chemical reactions, high pressure
and high temperature internally. Variables only near
the furnace wall can be measured and can be used
for furnace control. Because a reactor furnace is huge
size and the internal situation of the furnace can’t be
changed directly. Therefore, control system that es-
timated inner temperature distribution of a furnace
from the measured data near the furnace wall and con-
trolled temperature distribution of a furnace based on
the estimated inner temperature distribution changing
of boundary conditions of a furnace was constructed.
First, the reactor furnace simulator is constructed,
which treats gas ﬂow and temperature distribution in
the furnace. The numerically simulated furnace has
instrumentations only near the furnace wall and con-
trol inputs can be operated only at boundaries. This
research carried out by using the reactor furnace sim-
ulator. To make the control system design, state space
model is derived by applying ﬁnite element method
(FEM) to the reactor furnace simulator. Through this
procedure, linear control theory is applied for design
of control system. Further, linear-quadratic-gaussian
(LQG) control is adopted in order to deal with the
problem description. Details are described in the fol-
lowing sections.
2 REACTOR FURNACE MODEL
Blast furnaces are used when pig irons are made from
iron ores. Schematic of a blast furnace is shown in
Fig.1. The height of a blast furnace is about 40 meters
and the diameter of it is about 20 meters. Iron ores
and cokes are charged alternately from upper part of a
blast furnace. Moreover, there are multiple tuyeres at
the bottom of a blast furnace and blasts of hot air of
about 1200 degrees C are blown through these tuyeres.
Cokes burn and carbon monoxide is generated by the
blasts of hot air. Iron ores are reduced to pig irons in
about 8 hours by the reaction with the carbon monox-
ide and pig irons accumulate at the bottom of a blast
furnace. On the other hand, the blasts of hot air are
discharged from upper part of a blast furnace.
As we have mentioned above, a blast furnace has
complex phenomena such as chemical reactions, high
pressure and high temperature internally. Therefore,
instrumentations of a blast furnace can be located only
near the furnace wall.
In the following, reactor furnace model will be con-
structed.
Two-dimensional reactor furnace model is shown in
Fig.2, where Uin1，Uin2，Vin1 and Vin2 are velocity of
blowing gases from tuyeres. Also, node number (i; j) is
assigned to node point as shown in Fig.2. Furthermore,
features of reactor furnace model are shown Table.1.
Instrumentations are set up as shown in Fig.3, where
△ is gas ﬂow meter and□ is solid thermometer. These
instrumentations are set up along the outside of reac-
tor furnace model and the top of solid layer.
Suppose that pressure distribution is P (x; y; t), gas
ﬂow distribution is
V (x; y; t) = U(x; y; t)i+ V (x; y; t)j; (1)
gas temperature distribution is Tg(x; y; t) and solid tem-
perature distribution is Ts(x; y; t) in reactor furnace
model. These variables are discretized by using node
number (i; j) and time n as shown in Table.2.
Reactor furnace model calculates the discrete values
shown in Table.2 by applying MAC method and ﬁnite-
diﬀerence method[1] to governing equation of P , V , Tg
and Ts in the following subsection.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of a blast furnace
Table. 1: Features of reactor furnace model
node numbers of i 13
node numbers of j 21
node number (i,j) of outlet (6,21) (7,21)
(8,21)
node number (i,j) of inlet (4,1) (10,1)
(1,3) (13,3)
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Fig. 2: Two-dimensional reactor furnace model
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Fig. 3: Instrumentations
Table. 2: Variables of node number (i,j) at n
V (x; y; t) Uni;j , V
n
i;j
P (x; y; t) Pni;j
Tg(x; y; t) T ng i;j
Ts(x; y; t) T ns i;j
2.1 Gas Flow Model[2, 3, 4, 5]
Assuming that pressure and gas ﬂow are described
by the equation of continuity and the Navier-Stokes
equation added the Erugan equation[6, 7], we get
@U
@x
+
@V
@y
= 0 (2)
@U
@t
= ¡
µ
U
@U
@x
+ V
@U
@y
¶
¡ @P
@x
+
1
Re
µ
@2U
@x2
+
@2U
@y2
¶
¡
³
f1 + f2
p
U2 + V 2
´
U (3)
@V
@t
= ¡
µ
U
@V
@x
+ V
@V
@y
¶
¡ @P
@y
+
1
Re
µ
@2V
@x2
+
@2V
@y2
¶
¡
³
f1 + f2
p
U2 + V 2
´
V (4)
Boundary conditions hold
² Furnace bottom and wall
U = V = 0;
@P
@n
= 0 n : normal vector (5)
² Outlet
Uni;21 = U
n
i;20; V
n
i;21 = V
n
i;20;
Pni;21 = 0 (i = 6; 7; 8) (6)
² Inlet
Un1;3 = Uin1; U
n
13;3 = Uin2;
V n4;1 = Vin1; V
n
10;1 = Vin2 (7)
where P is pressure distribution, V is gas ﬂow distribu-
tion, Re is Reynolds number, f1 and f2 are coeﬃcients
of the Erugan equation, Uin1, Uin2, Vin1 and Vin2 are
velocity of blowing gases from tuyeres.
2.2 Gas Temperature Model[2, 3, 4, 5]
Assuming that gas temperature is described by en-
ergy equation added heat transfer between solid and
gas[6], we get
@Tg
@t
= ¡U @Tg
@x
¡ V @Tg
@y
+
1
RePr
µ
@2Tg
@x2
+
@2Tg
@y2
¶
¡®(Tg ¡ Ts) (8)
Boundary conditions hold
² Furnace bottom
@Tg
@y
= 0 (9)
² Wall and outlet
@Tg
@n
= a(Tg ¡ Tout) n : normal vector (10)
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² Inlet
T ng 1;3 = Tg in1; T
n
g 13;3 = Tg in2;
T ng 4;1 = Tg in3; T
n
g 10;1 = Tg in4 (11)
where Tg is gas temperature distribution, Ts is solid
temperature distribution, Pr is Prandtl number, ® and
a are coeﬃcients of heat transfer, Tout is external tem-
perature, Tg in1, Tg in2, Tg in3 and Tg in4 are tempera-
ture of blowing gases from tuyeres.
2.3 Solid Temperature Model[2, 3, 4, 5]
Assuming that solid temperature is described by heat
conduction equation added reaction heat of material
and heat transfer between gas and solid[8], we get
@Ts
@t
= ¯
µ
@2Ts
@x2
+
@2Ts
@y2
¶
¡ °(Ts ¡ Tg) + f3(U; V; Tg)
(12)
Boundary conditions hold
² Furnace bottom
@Ts
@y
= 0 (13)
² Top of solid layer
@Ts
@y
= ¡bup(Ts ¡ Tg) (14)
² Wall
@Ts
@n
= b(Ts ¡ Tout) n : normal vector (15)
where ¯, °, bup and b are coeﬃcients of heat transfer,
f3 is reaction heat of material. f3 is the following
f3(U; V; Tg) =
Q1
Dp
expf¡E=(R・Tg)g
1 + expf(Tg ¡ 1000)=K1g
£Q2
p
U2 + V 2 (16)
where Dp is diameter of material particle, Q1, Q2, E,
R and K1 are constant.
3 DERIVATION OF STATE
SPACE MODEL
In this section, state space model will be constructed
based on (2)-(16). State space model represents char-
acteristic of desired distribution neighborhood and con-
sists of state equation and output equation. If state
space model is derived, linear control theory[9, 10, 11]
becomes available.
First, linearized equations are derived by using (2)-
(16) and desired distribution. Then, descriptor system
is derived by applying FEM to the linearized equations.
Next, state equation is derived by applying generalized
inverse matrix to the descriptor system. Finally, out-
put equation is constructed by instrument placement
shown in Fig.3. Through this procedure, state space
model is constructed.
3.1 Linearization of Desired Distribu-
tion Neighborhood[12]
A steady state solution of (2)-(16) is shown in Fig.4-
7 under the condition of appendix A.
Suppose that a steady state solution shown in Fig.4-7
is desired distribution (Pr，V r，Tg r, Ts r) and con-
stant velocity of blowing gases from tuyeres for desired
distribution is (U˜in1, U˜in2，V˜in1, V˜in2). Deﬁning the
perturbation variables (∆P , ∆U , ∆V , ∆Tg, ∆Ts) and
(∆Uin1, ∆Uin2, ∆Vin1, ∆Vin2) as
P = Pr +∆P; U = Ur +∆U; V = Vr +∆V
Tg = Tg r +∆Tg; Ts = Ts r +∆Ts (17)
Uin1 = U˜in1 +∆Uin1; Uin2 = U˜in2 +∆Uin2;
Vin1 = V˜in1 +∆Vin1; Vin2 = V˜in2 +∆Vin2 (18)
and inserting into (2)-(16), we get the linearized equa-
tions
@∆U
@x
+
@∆V
@y
= 0 (19)
@∆U
@t
= ¡
µ
@Ur
@x
∆U + Ur
@∆U
@x
+
@Ur
@y
∆V + Vr
@∆U
@y
¶
¡ @∆P
@x
+
1
Re
µ
@2∆U
@x2
+
@2∆U
@y2
¶
¡ f1∆U
¡f2 2U
2
r + V
2
rp
U2r + V 2r
∆U ¡ f2 UrVrp
U2r + V 2r
∆V (20)
@∆V
@t
= ¡
µ
@Vr
@x
∆U + Ur
@∆V
@x
+
@Vr
@y
∆V + Vr
@∆V
@y
¶
¡ @∆P
@y
+
1
Re
µ
@2∆V
@x2
+
@2∆V
@y2
¶
¡ f1∆V
¡f2 U
2
r + 2V
2
rp
U2r + V 2r
∆V ¡ f2 UrVrp
U2r + V 2r
∆U (21)
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Boundary conditions hold
² Furnace bottom
∆U = ∆V = 0;
@∆P
@n
= 0 n : normal vector
(22)
² Outlet
∆Uni;21 = ∆U
n
i;20; ∆V
n
i;21 = ∆V
n
i;20
∆Pni;21 = 0 (i = 6; 7; 8) (23)
² Inlet
∆Un1;3 = ∆Uin1; ∆U
n
13;3 = ∆Uin2
∆V n4;1 = ∆Vin1; ∆V
n
10;1 = ∆Vin2 (24)
@∆Tg
@t
= ¡
µ
@Tg r
@x
∆U + Ur
@∆Tg
@x
+
@Tg r
@y
∆V + Vr
@∆Tg
@y
¶
+
1
RePr
µ
@2∆Tg
@x2
+
@2∆Tg
@y2
¶
¡ ®(∆Tg ¡∆Ts)
(25)
Boundary conditions hold
² Furnace bottom
@∆Tg
@y
= 0 (26)
² Wall and outlet
@∆Tg
@n
= a∆Tg n : normal vector (27)
² Inlet
∆T ng 1;3 = 0; ∆T
n
g 13;3 = 0;
∆T ng 4;1 = 0; ∆T
n
g 10;1 = 0 (28)
@∆Ts
@t
= ¯
µ
@2∆Ts
@x2
+
@2∆Ts
@y2
¶
¡ °(∆Ts ¡∆Tg)
+
@f3
@U
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
∆U +
@f3
@V
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
∆V
+
@f3
@Tg
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
∆Tg (29)
Boundary conditions hold
² Furnace bottom
@∆Ts
@y
= 0 (30)
² Top of solid layer
@∆Ts
@y
= ¡bup(∆Ts ¡∆Tg) (31)
² Wall
@∆Ts
@n
= b∆Ts (32)
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Fig. 4: Steady distribution
of pressure (t = 5[¡])        
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Fig. 5: Steady distribution
of gas ﬂow (t = 6[¡])
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Fig. 6: Steady distribution
of gas temperature (t =
90[¡])
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Fig. 7: Steady distribution
of solid temperature (t =
80[¡])
3.2 Application of FEM to Linearized
Equations[13]
In this subsection, FEM is applied to the linearized
equations. Deﬁning positions of perturbation variables
and triangular elements of FEM are shown in Fig.8-10,
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where ○ is deﬁning position of perturbation variable
and perturbation variables of ∆U , ∆V and ∆Tg are
deﬁned at the same position.
A typical triangular element e in Fig.8-10 is shown
in Fig.11, where 4, 5 and 6 are middle points between
sides. Perturbation variables represented as (33) are
deﬁned at node points and middle points between sides
as shown in Fig.11. On the other hand, perturbation
variables of ∆P and desired values represented as (34)
are deﬁned at node points.
fÁ∆U (t)gT = [∆Ue1 ∆Ue2 ∆Ue3 ∆Ue4 ∆Ue5 ∆Ue6 ]
fÁ∆V (t)gT = [∆V e1 ∆V e2 ∆V e3 ∆V e4 ∆V e5 ∆V e6 ]©
Á∆Tg (t)
ªT = [∆T eg1 ∆T eg2 ∆T eg3 ∆T eg4 ∆T eg5 ∆T eg6 ]
fÁ∆Ts(t)gT = [∆T es1 ∆T es2 ∆T es3 ∆T es4 ∆T es5 ∆T es6 ]
(33)
fÁ∆P (t)gT = [∆P e1 ∆P e2 ∆P e3 ]
fÁUrgT = [Uer1 Uer2 Uer3]
fÁVrgT = [V er1 V er2 V er3]©
ÁTgr
ªT = [T egr1 T egr2 T egr3]
fÁTsrgT = [T esr1 T esr2 T esr3] (34)
The approximations of ∆U , ∆V , ∆Tg, ∆Ts, ∆P , Ur,
Vr, Tgr and Tsr in element e are deﬁned as
∆Ue = [M ] fÁ∆U (t)g， ∆V e = [M ] fÁ∆V (t)g
∆T eg = [M ]
©
Á∆Tg (t)
ª， ∆T es = [M ] fÁ∆Ts(t)g (35)
∆P e = [L] fÁ∆P (t)g
Uer = [L] fÁUrg， V er = [L] fÁVrg
T egr = [L]
©
ÁTgr
ª， T esr = [L] fÁTsrg (36)
where M and L are
[M ] = [(2L1 ¡ 1)L1 (2L2 ¡ 1)L2 (2L3 ¡ 1)L3
4L1L2 4L2L3 4L3L1]
[L] = [L1 L2 L3]
L1 =
A1
∆e
; L2 =
A2
∆e
; L3 =
A3
∆e
A1 =
1
2
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯ 1 x y1 x2 y2
1 x3 y3
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯ ; A2 = 12
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯ 1 x1 y11 x y
1 x3 y3
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯
A3 =
1
2
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯ 1 x1 y11 x2 y2
1 x y
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯ ; ∆e = 1
2
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯ 1 x1 y11 x2 y2
1 x3 y3
¯¯¯¯
¯¯¯ (37)
From (19)-(32), (35) and (36), the approximations are
obtained by selecting a set of test functions M and L
and by requiring thatZ Z
∆e
[L]T
µ
@∆Ue
@x
+
@∆V e
@y
¶
dxdy = 0 (38)
Z Z
∆e
[M ]T
µ
@∆Ue
@t
+
@Uer
@x
∆Ue + Uer
@∆Ue
@x
+
@Uer
@y
∆V e + V er
@∆Ue
@y
+
@∆P e
@x
¡ 1
Re
µ
@2∆Ue
@x2
+
@2∆Ue
@y2
¶
+ f1∆Ue
+f2
2Ue2r + V
e2
rp
Ue2r + V e2r
∆Ue
+f2
UerV
e
rp
Ue2r + V e2r
∆V e
!
dxdy = 0 (39)
Z Z
∆e
[M ]T
µ
@∆V e
@t
+
@V er
@x
∆Ue + Uer
@∆V e
@x
+
@V er
@y
∆V e + V er
@∆V e
@y
+
@∆P e
@y
¡ 1
Re
µ
@2∆V e
@x2
+
@2∆V e
@y2
¶
+ f1∆V e
+f2
Ue2r + 2V
e2
rp
Ue2r + V e2r
∆V e
+f2
UerV
e
rp
Ue2r + V e2r
∆Ue
!
dxdy = 0 (40)
Z Z
∆e
[M ]T
µ
@∆Tg
@t
+
@Tg r
@x
∆U + Ur
@∆Tg
@x
+
@Tg r
@y
∆V + Vr
@∆Tg
@y
¡ 1
RePr
µ
@2∆Tg
@x2
+
@2∆Tg
@y2
¶
+®(∆Tg ¡∆Ts)
¶
dxdy = 0 (41)
Z Z
∆e
[M ]T
µ
@∆Ts
@t
¡ ¯
µ
@2∆Ts
@x2
+
@2∆Ts
@y2
¶
+°(∆Ts ¡∆Tg)¡ @f3
@U
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
∆U ¡ @f3
@V
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
∆V
¡ @f3
@Tg
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
∆Tg
1CA dxdy = 0 (42)
where partial integral are used for (38), the seventh
term of (39) and (40), the sixth term of (41) and the
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second term of (42). The 4-6th terms of (42) are ap-
proximated by
@f3
@U
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
= [L]£
2664 @f3@U
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr1
U=U er1
V=V er1
@f3
@U
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr2
U=U er2
V=V er2
@f3
@U
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr3
U=U er3
V=V er3
3775
T
@f3
@V
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
= [L]£
2664 @f3@V
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr1
U=U er1
V=V er1
@f3
@V
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr2
U=U er2
V=V er2
@f3
@V
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr3
U=U er3
V=V er3
3775
T
@f3
@Tg
¯¯¯¯
Tg=Tgr
U=Ur
V=Vr
= [L]£
2664 @f3@Tg
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr1
U=U er1
V=V er1
@f3
@Tg
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr2
U=U er2
V=V er2
@f3
@Tg
¯¯¯¯
Tg=T
e
gr3
U=U er3
V=V er3
3775
T
(43)
From (38)-(43), consider all triangular elements in Fig.8-
10 and boundary conditions, that is
∆Ui = 0 (i : number at wall)
∆Vi = 0 (i : number at wall)
∆Pi = 0 (i = 2)
∆U26 = ∆Uin1; ∆U30 = ∆Uin2;
∆V32 = ∆Vin1; ∆V34 = ∆Vin2
∆Tg 26 = 0; ∆Tg 30 = 0;
∆Tg 32 = 0; ∆Tg 34 = 0 (44)
and suppose that state vector x : (99£ 1) and control
vector u : (4£ 1) are
x = [x1 x2]T (99£ 1)
x1 = [x11 x21 x31 x41] (88£ 1)
x2 = [∆P1 ∆P3 ¢ ¢ ¢ ∆P12] (11£ 1)
x11 = [∆Tg1 ¢ ¢ ¢ ∆Tg25 ∆Tg27 ∆Tg28
∆Tg29 ∆Tg31 ∆Tg33 ∆Tg35] (31£ 1)
x21 = [∆Ts1 ¢ ¢ ¢ ∆Ts25] (25£ 1)
x31 = [∆U3 ∆U7 ∆U8 ∆U9 ¢ ¢ ¢
∆U27 ∆U28 ∆U29] (16£ 1)
x41 = [∆V3 ∆V7 ∆V8 ∆V9 ¢ ¢ ¢
∆V27 ∆V28 ∆V29] (16£ 1)
u = [∆Uin1 ∆Uin2 ∆Vin1 ∆Vin2]T ; (4£ 1) (45)
we get
Ex˙ = Ax+Bu : E(99£ 99); A(99£ 99); B(99£ 8)
x =
"
x1
x2
#
; E =
"
E11 0
0 0
#
A =
"
A11 A12
A21 A22
#
; B =
"
B1
B2
#
(46)
where A22 = 0. Since E isn’t nonsingular matrix,
(46) isn’t called state equation used widely in control
design. Equation (46) is called descriptor system[14].
Descriptor system is constructed because there aren’t
temporal diﬀerentiation of ∆P in (19)-(21).
If descriptor system of (46) is impulse controllable
and ﬁnite dynamics stabilizable, it is possible to design
control system[14]. But, equation (46) isn’t impulse
controllable. So, in the following subsection, we will
transform descriptor system of (46) into state equation
by using generalized inverse matrix[15] so that control
system can be designed.
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Fig. 8: Perturbation vari-
ables of ∆P
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Fig. 9: Perturbation vari-
ables of ∆U
3.3 Application of Generalized Inverse
Matrix to Descriptor System[15]
From (46), we get
A22x2 = ¡A21x1 ¡B2u (47)
SinceA22 = 0, generalized inverse matrixA22] ofA22
is 0. So, from (46) and (47) we have that
x2 = A22](¡A21x1 ¡B2u) = 0 (48)
and inserting into (46), we get the state equation
x˙1 = E11¡1A11x1 +E11¡1B1u (49)
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Fig. 10: Perturbation variables of ∆Ts
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Fig. 11: A typical triangular element
and suppose that E11¡1A11 is A and E11¡1B1 is B
and consider instrument placement shown in Fig.3, we
get the state space model
x˙ = Ax+Bu : A(88£ 88); B(88£ 8)
y = Cx : C(13£ 88)
x = x1T (13£ 1)
u = [∆Uin1 ∆Uin2 ∆Vin1 ∆Vin2]T (4£ 1)
y = [∆Ts1 ¢ ¢ ¢ ∆Ts6 ∆Ts10 ∆Ts11
∆Ts15 ∆Ts21 ∆Ts25 ∆U3 ∆V3]T (13£ 1)
(50)
Since (50) is stabilizable and detectable[9], linear con-
trol theory becomes available.
4 CONTROL SYSTEM OF
REACTOR FURNACE
LQG control[10] is adopted in order to dealt with
problem description in next section. The detailed ex-
planation of LQG control is given in appendix B.
LQG control system of reactor furnace model is shown
in Fig.12. LQG control system is constructed by (50),
where K is optimal regulator gain, L is kalman ﬁlter
gain, xˆ is estimated internal state value of reactor fur-
nace model. In the following, ﬂow of control is shown.
Step1 Inner state variables of reactor furnace model
are estimated by kalman ﬁlter and the measured
data of instrumentations shown in Fig.3.
Step2 Based on optimal regulator and inner state vari-
ables estimated in Step1, velocity of blowing
gases from tuyeres is modiﬁed in order to match
initial distribution of reactor furnace model to
desired one.
where velocity of blowing gases from tuyeres is (Uin1,
Uin2, Vin1, Vin2), initial distribution is (P (x; y; 0),
V (x; y; 0), Tg(x; y; 0), Ts(x; y; 0)), desired distribution
is (Pr(x; y)，V r(x; y)，Tg r(x; y), Ts r(x; y)) and (Pr，
V r，Tg r, Ts r) is a steady state solution of (2)-(16).
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Fig. 12: LQG optimal control system
5 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
In this research, temperature distribution control of
reactor furnace model is aimed by using reactor fur-
nace model constructed in section 2. In this section,
numerical results of LQG control are shown. Problem
description is shown in the following.
² Velocity (Uin1, Uin2, Vin1, Vin2) of blowing gases
from tuyeres is decided so that initial distribution
(P (x; y; 0), V (x; y; 0), Tg(x; y; 0), Ts(x; y; 0)) in
Fig.13-16 can be controlled to desired distribu-
tion (Pr，V r，Tg r，Ts r) in Fig.4-7.
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Initial temperature distribution in Fig.15 and 16 is
higher than desired one in Fig.6 and 7 totally.
Suppose that Q, W , R and V of appendix B are
Q =W = diag(
56 elementsz }| {
10; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; 10
32 elementsz }| {
0:1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; 0:1 ) : (88£
88)
R = V = 7:0£ 106 £ diag(1; 1; 1; 1) : (4£ 4)
Since the purposes of this research is to estimate in-
ner temperature values of reactor furnace model and
to match temperature distribution of reactor furnace
model to desired one, two objective functions are de-
ﬁned as
fˆ(t) =
35X
i=1
i6=26;30;32;34
jTgi(t)¡ Tˆgi(t)j
+
25X
i=1
jTsi(t)¡ Tˆsi(t)j (51)
where Tgi(t) and Tsi(t) are temperature values of reac-
tor furnace model at node points of Fig.9 and 10, Tˆgi(t)
and Tˆsi(t) are estimated temperature values by LQG
control at above points. Equation (51) represents error
estimator of temperature values at above points.
f(t) =
13X
i=1
21X
j=1
jT ng i;j ¡ T rg i;j j
+
13X
i=1
13X
j=1
jT ns i;j ¡ T rs i;j j (52)
where T rg i;j and T
r
s i;j are desired temperature values
at (i; j). Equation (52) represents error of temperature
values at all node points.
The velocity changes of blowing gases from tuyeres
are shown in Fig.17 and 18. The changes of the two
objective functions are shown in Fig.19. From Fig.17
and 18, the velocity of blowing gases from tuyeres is
operated in about 15[-]. When gases blow from tuy-
eres as shown in Fig.17 and 18, the two objective func-
tions decrease with time. The optimized temperature
distribution is shown in Fig.20 and 21. So, inner tem-
perature values of reactor furnace model are estimated
and temperature distribution approaches the desired
one by using LQG control system.
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Fig. 13: Initial distribution
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Fig. 14: Initial distribution
of gas ﬂow
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Fig. 15: Initial distribution
of gas temperature
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Fig. 16: Initial distribution
of material temperature
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Fig. 17: Uin1 and Vin1
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, the reactor furnace simulator was con-
structed, which could calculate gas temperature, solid
temperature, gas ﬂow and pressure distribution in the
furnace. The simulator had instrumentations only near
the furnace wall and control inputs at only bound-
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Fig. 18: Uin2 and Vin2
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Fig. 19: Changes of fˆ(t) and f(t)
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Fig. 20: The opti-
mized distribution of gas
temperature(t = 50[¡])
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Fig. 21: The optimized
distribution of material
temperature(t = 50[¡])
aries. To make the control system design, state space
model was derived by applying FEM to the simulator.
Through this procedure, linear control theory could be
applied for design of control system. Further, LQG
control was adopted in order to deal with the problem
description. We conﬁrmed that temperature distribu-
tion of the simulator was estimated and controlled by
LQG control system.
In the future, it will be necessary to improve esti-
mated inner temperature values and regulate tempera-
ture distribution to the desired one in a short time. For
the purpose, we will adopt other linear control theories
such as H2 control and H1 control.
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Appendix A
In this research, ﬁnite-diﬀerence method is used to
calculate gas ﬂow and temperature distribution of re-
actor furnace model. Flow chart of the calculation is
shown in Fig.22. The gas ﬂow is calculated by MAC
method. These calculations are continued until the
convergence conditions are fulﬁlled. The convergence
conditions are deﬁned as
fP = max jP (x; y; nP )¡ P (x; y; nP ¡ 1)j < 0:0001
(nP = 1; 2 ¢ ¢ ¢ )
fU = max jU(x; y; nV )¡ U(x; y; nV ¡ 1)j < 0:0001
(nV = 1; 2 ¢ ¢ ¢ )
fV = max jV (x; y; nV )¡ V (x; y; nV ¡ 1)j < 0:0001
(nV = 1; 2 ¢ ¢ ¢ )
fTg = max jTg(x; y; 10nTg )¡ Tg(x; y; 10(nTg ¡ 1))j < 0:1
(nTg = 1; 2 ¢ ¢ ¢ )
fTs = max jTs(x; y; 10nTs)¡ Ts(x; y; 10(nTs ¡ 1))j < 0:1
(nTs = 1; 2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ) (53)
The conditions are shown in Fig.23-25, Table.3 and
4 in order to get a steady state solution of Fig.4-7 in
subsection 3.1. Reactor furnace model calculates the
discrete values in Table.2 at dt(= 0:01) intervals under
the conditions of Table.3.
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Fig. 22: Flow chart to cal-
culate mathematical model
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Fig. 23: Condition of f1 for
desired distribution
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Fig. 24: Condition of f2 for
desired distribution
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Fig. 25: Condition of Dp
for desired distribution
Table. 3: Condition 1 of desired distribution
dt 0.01 bup 1
dx，dy 0.1 Tout 20
Re 100 Q1 10000
Pr 0.5 Q2 1000
®，° 10 K1 50
¯ 0.01 E 50000
a，b 1 R 8.31
Table. 4: Condition 2 of desired distribution
Uin1, Vin1, Vin2 0.1
Uin2 -0.1
Tg in1, Tg in2, Tg in3, Tg in4 1200
U0i;j，V 0i;j 0
(except inlet)
T 0g i;j 20
(except inlet)
T 0s i;j 20
Appendix B
In LQG control, state space model is assumed to be
subjected to disturbances entering additively in equa-
tion. Thus, we have
x˙ = Ax+Bu+w : A(n£ n); B(m£ n)
y = Cx+ v : C(l £ n) (54)
where w is a disturbance and v is measurement noise.
w and v are assumed to be uncorrelated Gaussian
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stochastic processes with zero means and covariance
Efw(t)g = 0， Efv(t)g = 0
E
("
w(t)
v(t)
# h
w(¿)T v(¿)T
i)
=
"
W 0
0 V
#
±(t¡ ¿) (55)
respectively, where W and V are constant matrices.
Ef・g denotes the expectation operator and ± denotes
the delta function. The LQG control problem is to ﬁnd
the feedback u that minimizes the cost functional
J = E
(
lim
T!1
1
T
Z T
t0
¡
xTQx+ uTRu
¢
dt
)
(56)
where Q and R are constant weighting matrices satis-
fying Q = QT ¸ 0 and R = RT > 0. The problem
has a unique solution given by
u = ¡Kxˆ; K = R¡1BTP
˙ˆx = Axˆ+Bu+L(y ¡Cxˆ);
L = SCTV ¡1; xˆ(t0) = 0 (57)
where P and S uniquely solve the algebraic Riccati
equations
ATP + PA+Q¡ PBR¡1BTP = 0;
AS + SAT +W ¡ SCTV ¡1CS = 0: (58)
We show that there exists an admissible LQG control
system, if the following two conditions hold
(A.1) (A,B) and (AT ,CT ) are stabilizable, that is
rank[sI ¡A B] = n; rank[sI ¡AT CT ] = n;
Re[s] ¸ 0; s 2 C (59)
(A.2) (
p
Q,A) and (
p
W ,AT ) are detectable, that is
rank
"
sI ¡Ap
Q
#
= n; rank
"
sI ¡ATp
W
#
= n;
Re[s] ¸ 0; s 2 C (60)
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